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Abstract

The objective of the present work is to study the vehicle suspension as a vibro-
acoustic system of high complexity, consisting of many sub-systems with
fundamentally different acoustical properties. In a parallel numerical and
experimental modelling effort, important contributions to the understanding
of its behaviour have been achieved. These findings are based on a balance
between component investigations and global modelling of the complete
system; they have been formulated for the transmission of both tyre-road
excitation and friction-induced vibrations in the brake system.

Initially an experimental study was conducted on a full vehicle test
rig studying the broadband interior brake noise problem of, here named,
roughness noise. The purpose of the study was twofold: first, to determine if
the transmission from the source to the interior of the vehicle was structure-
borne; second, to study the complexity of the suspension as a vibro-acoustic
system. Parameters a_ecting the vibro-acoustic source were varied to gain
understanding of the source mechanisms. This experimental study laid the
foundation of the first part of this thesis (paper A) and provided the directions
for the second part, the development of a mathematical modelling approach
(paper B and C). In these two papers, methods for analysing the complex vibro-
acoustic transfer of structure-borne sound in a vehicle suspension system
were developed. The last part was then focussed on the wheel rim influence
on the vibro-acoustic behaviour (paper D) of the suspension system. As a
whole, the work clearly demonstrates that it is possible to conduct component
studies of subsystems in the vehicle suspension system; and from these
component studies it is possible draw conclusions that very well may avoid
severe degradations in the interior noise of future vehicle generations.
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